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e loss function of the traditional support vector machine (SVM) method consists of hinge function and regularization, which is
di�cult to achieve the quality control of observation data. It requires a new loss function to measure the quality of the observed
data. At this stage, researchers will use data cleaning or data preprocessing to process observational data. e data preprocessing
method will normalize the data features, which will make the data process the same interval and a distribution. However, this
method is also di�cult to guarantee the accuracy of the data. is study uses the SVM method to study the integrity, unity, and
accuracy of the observation data.is study also proposes a new loss function, which can obtain the uncertainty distribution of the
observed data. e loss function of traditional SVM methods is that the uncertainty distribution of the data cannot be obtained.
e results show that the SVM algorithm with the new loss function has better accuracy in processing the observed data. For the
maximum prediction error of the observed data, the error with the new loss function is only 2.58%, which is reduced by 0.21%
compared to the SVM method with the old loss function. However, the prediction error of the SVM algorithm with the old loss
function is 2.78%, and the SVM algorithm with the new loss function has obvious prediction accuracy.

1. Introduction

With the continuous improvement of computer perfor-
mance and hardware equipment, machine learning algo-
rithms have been developed rapidly [1, 2]. It can realize
automated work�ow, and it can well assist people in life and
production. Machine learning algorithms mainly include
supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforce-
ment learning [3, 4]. Unsupervised learning is a kind of
learning algorithm without labeled data, which is mainly
used in super resolution and other ¡elds. Reinforcement
learning is an algorithm that has a strong correlation with
the environment [5]. e SVM algorithm is one of the
machine learning methods, and it is a supervised learning
algorithm that contains the mapping relationship between
input and output. Supervised learning algorithms can map
the relationship between input data and output data well,

and they can well re�ect the relationship between unknown
data. Supervised learning is one of the most widely used
algorithms in life compared to unsupervised learning and
reinforcement learning. Supervised learning is an algorithm
that requires input data and label data [6, 7]. It can establish
a nonlinear relationship between input data and output data,
which is embodied in the form of weights and biases. A
supervised learning algorithm needs to learn complex re-
lationships between large datasets, and then it can predict
unknown data based on these weights and biases. is re-
quires the accuracy, integrity, and uniformity of observa-
tional data [8, 9]. If the accuracy of the observed data is
relatively poor, it is easy to cause poor learning e£ect and
generalization ability. If the integrity of the observed data is
relatively poor, this will make it di�cult for the learning
algorithm to complete the matrix operation [10]. Uniformity
is also important for observational data. If the uniformity of
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observational data is poor, it will be difficult for the learning
algorithm to reach the convergence level. *e integrity,
uniformity, and accuracy of observational data will affect the
quality of observational data. *e quality of the observed
data also affects the accuracy of the algorithm [11]. *e
improvement of the quality of the observation data will
improve the accuracy and convergence speed of the algo-
rithm. In this study, the relevant data of supervised learning
are selected as the research object, because it needs to
provide input data and label data. Observational data are the
dataset that needs to be collected.

Whether it is a regression task or a classification task, it
can be achieved by the support vector machine (SVM)
method. *is study intends to use the SVM algorithm to
evaluate the quality of the observation data [12, 13]. *e
SVM algorithm has obvious advantages in solving small
sample data and high-dimensional data, and it can map the
relationship between input and output data well. However,
the goal of this study is to look for completeness, accuracy,
and uniformity of observational data. *e traditional SVM
method can only map the relationship between the data,
but it is difficult to find the defects of the observation data
[14]. *is is because the loss function of the SVM method
itself has certain defects. *e SVM loss function is com-
posed of a hinge function and a regularization term [15].
However, the loss function of the hinge function has rel-
atively high data requirements. *e hinge function requires
that the data must be correctly classified or regressed and
that the loss value is correct only if the data have a high
enough confidence. *e data source of this study is ob-
servational data, which is missing or incomplete [16]. *is
will cause the hinge function to fail to perform regression
predictions correctly, and this incomplete dataset also has
high uncertainty. *e loss function of the traditional SVM
needs to be modified into a new loss function, which can
obtain the uncertainty of the data [17, 18]. Once the un-
certainty of the data is captured, the researcher can ensure
the correct utilization of the hinge function by adjusting the
data for the location of the larger uncertainty [19].
*erefore, the loss function of traditional SVM needs to be
embedded in the distribution of data uncertainty, which
can ensure the utilization of observation data quality
monitoring [20, 21].

*e SVM algorithm with the new loss function will
display the uncertainty of the observation data [22]. It can
understand the quality of observation data according to the
uncertainty distribution of observation data, which can
achieve the goal of quality control of observation data. For
the quality control research of observational data, this re-
search is mainly aimed at the integrity, uniformity, and
accuracy of observational data. If the SVM algorithm with
the new loss function can show the uncertainty of the data,
the area of large uncertainty means that the observation data
is incomplete or has low accuracy. It can be adjusted by
adjusting the composition of the observed data or by
adjusting the hyperparameters of the SVM algorithm.
However, it only adjusts the hyperparameters of the SVM
algorithm, which has a relatively small adjustment range for
the quality control of the observed data. Researchers can

adjust the value of the observation data according to the
distribution of uncertainty, which can also achieve the
purpose of controlling the quality of the observation data.
*is method can adjust the quality of the observational data
to a greater extent. With the SVM method with a new loss
function, once it has determined the uncertainty distribution
area of the data, it can adjust the data in the areas with more
uncertainty. Areas with more uncertainty represent lower
quality data.

*is study designs a new loss function for the SVM
algorithm based on the current quality control of obser-
vational data, which can display the uncertainty distribution
of observational data. *is research is mainly divided into
five parts for related introduction: the first part mainly
introduces the importance of quality control of observation
data and the defects of SVM algorithm. *e loss function of
the SVM algorithm and related research on the quality of the
observed data are studied in Section 2. Section 3 explains the
principle of the SVM algorithm and the calculation method
of the SVM algorithm with the new loss function. *e
application accuracy of SVM algorithm with the new loss
function and traditional SVM algorithm in observation data
quality control is investigated in Section 4. It mainly uses
average error, error scatter plot, and error hot spot distri-
bution plot to analyze the accuracy of SVMwith the new loss
function in predicting the quality of observed data. Section 5
is the summary part of the study.

2. Related Work

Machine learning algorithms have been applied in many
fields, and the quality of observation data determines the
accuracy and generalization ability of the algorithm. Many
researchers have conducted research on the quality of
observational data. Many researchers have also studied the
loss function of SVM for different application objects, and
they have also achieved relatively good success. Mahmood
et al. [23] proposed a solution for the inaccuracy of data
collected by health monitoring equipment. *e data col-
lected by this solution need to be able to determine the
accuracy of future data quality. It investigates the handling
of missing values for observational data according to the
chart method of Hotelling T-square control. *e research
results show that this method can accurately detect the
problem of missing data, and it can also verify the existence
of errors in the data. *is method can solve the problems of
missing values and low accuracy of health monitoring
equipment. Yang et al. [24] used data on sea surface
temperature as their research object. He has analyzed the
data for a quality control scheme utilizing validated ex-
treme values and time adjacent-based temporal signature
data, and a method that can detect outliers in the collected
sea surface temperature. *e correlation between these
anomalies and the actual data is also relatively poor, which
is also the solution for the quality detection of sea surface
temperature data. *e research results show that the data
quality detection task of sea surface problem is an im-
portant process for meteorology. Castelao [25] has come to
believe that sensor error is an unavoidable error for ocean
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measurements. He also believed that oceanographic
measurements require a data quality control program to
check the integrity and accuracy of the data. Aiming at the
low efficiency of manual data quality control procedures, he
proposed a quality detection method for marine scientific
data based on machine learning methods. *is approach
can reflect inaccuracies in marine data as outliers. *e
research results show that this machine learning method
can reduce the error rate by 50% in the data quality de-
tection task. Liu et al. [26] believed that the uncertainty of
the refractive index of the radio data would lead to inac-
curacy in the detection of the refractive index distribution.
He uses data quality control methods to eliminate radio-
detected low-quality data problems, which are developed
based on data assimilation methods.*is approach can also
quantify deviations and correlations between data. *e
NCAR data were used for validation by him, which showed
that the local spectral width (LSW) data quality control
procedure can reduce the presence of low-quality data. *e
loss function of the SVM algorithm is mainly composed of
a hinge function and a regularization term, and it also has
certain defects. Many researchers have done a lot of re-
search on the loss function of the SVM algorithm. Panup
et al. [27] use the SVM algorithm to solve data classification
problems. He combined the stochastic gradient descent
method and the traditional SVM algorithm to design a
generalized pinball support vector machine GPSVM al-
gorithm. He also uses the kernel method to evaluate the
performance of the GPSVM algorithm, which is mainly
aimed at nonlinear data classification problems. It pro-
posed a new loss function with good adaptability and weak
noise sensitivity for this new SVM algorithm. *is novel
SVM function and new loss function also have a good
performance on large datasets. Zheng et al. [28] already
believe that the twin support vector machine TSVM has
attracted the attention of a large number of researchers, and
it also follows the basic computational principles of SVM.
*e big difference between TSVM and SVM is that it is
more sensitive to outliers. He introduced the related
concept of entropy induction into the TSVM algorithm.
*e research results show that the novel TSVM algorithm
has better robustness and accuracy in handling nonlinear
data classification tasks. Tanveer et al. [29] also found that
the TSVM algorithm also has unstable data and strong
noise sensitivity, which will cause the inaccuracy of the
algorithm. He proposed a novel Pinball Twins Support
Vector Machine (PTSVM) algorithm to solve the classifi-
cation problem of nonlinear data. *e corresponding loss
function also changes, which results in a new loss function.
*e results show that the PTSVM algorithm has better
stability in nonlinear data classification tasks, and it is less
sensitive to noise. From the above literature review, it can
be seen that the quality of observation data and variants of
SVM algorithms have always been hot topics of research,
both of which will directly lead to inaccuracy and strong
sensitivity of prediction or classification tasks. *is study
proposes an SVM algorithm with a new loss function for
quality control of observational data. For the study of
observed data quality, this study takes uncertainty into

account in the loss function of SVM. *e SVM algorithm
with the new loss function will show the uncertainty of the
data.

3. TheIntroductionofSVMAlgorithmwithNew
Loss Function

3.1.(e Importance of New Loss Function to the Quality of the
Observed Data. *e loss function of the traditional SVM
algorithm is composed of a hinge function and a regular
term, and it is difficult to deal with the quality control task of
the observation data [30, 31]. *is is because the observed
data are incomplete and inaccurate. *e hinge function has
relatively high requirements on the certainty of the data.
*erefore, a new type of loss function is necessary to control
the quality of observed data.*is study intends to change the
form of the loss function and introduce the concept of
uncertainty into the loss function of SVM [32]. In this study,
the uncertainty distribution of the loss function response is
used to determine the distribution area of the incomplete-
ness and inaccuracy of the observed data. Once the in-
completeness of observational data and the distribution area
of uncertainty or nonuniformity are found, the purpose of
quality control of observational data can be achieved.
*erefore, the new loss function plays an important role in
the quality control of the observed data.

3.2. (e Introduction of the Principle of SVM Algorithm.
SVM is a binary classification algorithm, which is mainly
applied to linear data and high-dimensional data. SVM
needs to find a hyperplane to cut the samples accordingly.
*e principle of segmentation is to maximize the hyper-
plane.*e SVMmethod finally needs to be transformed into
a convex quadratic programming problem to solve the
maximization problem. Figure 1 shows the schematic dia-
gram of SVM algorithm principle. It can be seen that the
sample points are efficiently divided by a hyperplane. Fig-
ure 1 shows a technique for dividing data by hyperplanes.
For the linear division of the SVMmethod, there are mainly
three ways to divide the data of the samples. If the data have
good linear separability, SVM can implement a linear
support vector machine by a hard margin maximization
method. If the data have approximately linearly separable
properties, SVM can achieve linear division of the data by
maximizing a soft margin. If the nonlinearity between the
data is strong, it is difficult to achieve linear division through
the above two maximization methods, and it needs a kernel
method to maximize the data.

However, in practical engineering applications or re-
search, the SVM method often faces some nonlinear data,
and it is difficult to achieve the current data division only by
relying on linear data processing methods. A hyperplane
containing a straight line cannot effectively divide nonlinear
data. It requires a hyperplane in the form of a circle or an
ellipse to divide nonlinear data. Figure 2 shows the flow of
nonlinear data partitioning using ellipses. For the hyper-
plane of Figure 1, it is suitable for processing some linearly
distributed data. However, the elliptical hyperplane of
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Figure 2 can handle some nonlinear data. *e solution for
nonlinear problems is more difficult. Moreover, the SVM
method includes integral and derivation operations, which
brings great difficulties to the nonlinear solution of SVM
method. In general, nonlinear data need to be mapped from
the original space to a high-dimensional space, which can
convert the nonlinear distribution of samples into a linear
distribution. In this way, the nonlinear problem can be
transformed into a linear problem and solved accordingly.

Data for nonlinear data tend to be transformed into
calculations for linear data. *erefore, the calculation
method of this study is presented according to the way in
Figure 1. *e first step of the SVM method needs to cal-
culate the interval between two heterogeneous support
vectors, the interval is the projected distance on the hy-
perplane, and the calculation method is shown in equation
(1). Equations (2) and (3) show the relationship satisfied by
the two positive and negative vectors in the SVM method,
where x

→
+ is the positive support vector, x

→
− is the negative

support vector, c is the vector interval, w represents the
weight of the support vector, and b represents the bias of
the support vector:

c �
x
→

+ − x
→

−( •w
→T

‖W‖
, (1)

1∗ w
T
x+ + b  � 1, (2)

−1∗ w
T
x− + b  � 1. (3)

*e goal of the SVM method is to maximize the margin,
and equation (4) shows how the maximized margin is
calculated. For the computational source of SVM, it is often
treated as a convex quadratic programming problem, which
is for ease of solution. *is study uses the Lagrange mul-
tiplier method to obtain the loss function of the SVM
method, and the calculation equation is shown in equation
(5), whereL(w, b, α) stands for Lagrangian function and α is
the correlation coefficient:

max
w,b

2
‖w‖

,

s.t. yi w
T
xi + b ≥ 1,

(4)

L(w, b, α) �
1
2
‖w‖

2
+ 

m

i�1
αi 1 − yi w

T
xi + b  . (5)

3.3.(e Principle of the New Loss Function. *e main goal of
this study is to design a new loss function for the SVM
method, which takes into account the uncertainty of the data
distribution in this study.*e loss function of the traditional
SVM method only contains the hinge function and the
regularization term, and it does not contain the uncertainty
distribution of the data. *e traditional SVM method is not
conducive to showing the quality of observational data.
Generally speaking, the amount of observation data is rel-
atively large. It can identify poor-quality data through the
distribution of uncertainty. If there is an area of high un-
certainty distribution, then this is an area of poor obser-
vational data quality. Figure 3 shows the workflow of the
SVM method with the new loss function. *e old loss
function contained in the SVM method only calculates the
corresponding error between the predicted value and the
label value, which in turn adjusts the operation direction of
the SVM method. *e SVM method with the new loss
function will implement multiple sampling processing of
multiple data, which will show the uncertainty distribution
of the observed data. *e new loss function with uncertainty
distribution will improve the quality of observational data,
which can show the inaccuracy and incompleteness of
observational data. Multiple sampling is the key to uncer-
tainty research. Multiple sampling can determine the dif-
ference between the average value and the peak value. It can
determine the area of greater uncertainty through multiple
sampling.

*e uncertainty distribution will change the distribution
method of the weight of the SVM algorithm, and the weight
of the traditional SVM will be distributed in the form of

Figure 2: *e schematic diagram of hyperplane solution for
nonlinear data.
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Figure 1: *e schematic diagram of SVM algorithm principle.
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points. *e SVM with the new loss function needs to show
the uncertainty distribution of the observed data. *erefore,
the weights in the SVM with the new loss function are
distributed probabilistically, and it needs to take into ac-
count the prior knowledge of the observed data. Equation (6)
shows how the posterior distribution is calculated. *e in-
tegral operation involved in equation (6) is relatively difficult
and equation (7) is a variational approximation operation to
equation (6):

P y
∗
|x
∗
, X, Y(  �  p y

∗
|f
∗

( p f
∗
|x∗ , X, Y( df

∗
,

(6)

P y
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|x
∗
,X,Y(  � p y

∗
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∗

( p f
∗
|x∗ ,ω( p(ω|X,Y)df

∗dω.

(7)

In order to further simplify the integral operation in-
volved in equation (7), the calculation method of Kull-
back–Leibler (KL) divergence is introduced here. KL
divergence is also an approximation of the integral opera-
tion. Equation (8) shows how the KL divergence is
calculated:

KL(q(ω)p(ω)) �
1
2D
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After a series of variation and approximation oper-
ations, the calculation method of the uncertainty of the
observed data is shown in equation (9). It is mainly
composed of the error term, the KL divergence term, and
the log calculation term. *is variational and approxi-
mate approach can quantify the uncertainty of observed
data. *is is beneficial to the control of observation data
quality:
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Equation (10) shows the new loss function of SVM,
which is mainly composed of the old loss function and
uncertainty terms. *e new loss function of SVM will
contain two parts: the first part is the hinge function and
regularization term of the old loss function and the second
part is the uncertainty term of the data.

LSVM � L + L(w, b, α). (10)

Although this study needs to deal with the quality of
observational data, it also contains more input data. Data
cleaning and data preprocessing processes are also required.
Data cleaning needs to complete the lack of input data, and it
also needs to deal with the places where the data have large
defects. Data cleaning does not require processing the output
data, which is also the way to find the quality of the observed
data through the SVM method. In this study, a normalized
data preprocessing method will be used to process the
relevant input data.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

*is study changes the loss function of the SVM method,
which will be used as a control task for the quality of the
observed data. In this study, a small dataset and a large
dataset were selected for relevant validation. It will dem-
onstrate the feasibility of the SVM method with a new loss
function for quality control of observational data. *e
quality of observational data will include completeness,
accuracy, and uniformity. Figure 4 shows the accuracy of
observed data in terms of prediction error using SVM with a
new loss function. Overall, the SVM method with the new
loss function can predict the quality of the observed data
well. *e three important factors of the observed data are
accuracy, completeness, and uniformity. *e SVM method
with the new loss function can predict well, and the max-
imum prediction error is only 2.56%. *is part of the
prediction error mainly comes from the quality of the ac-
curacy of the observed data. *e accuracy of data is different
from completeness and uniformity. *e characteristics of
data integrity and uniformity are easily learned and pre-
dicted by SVM, which leads to smaller prediction errors in
terms of the integrity and uniformity of observed data. *is
part of the error is only 1.93% and 1.45%. In general, the
SVM algorithm with the new loss function can better predict
and control the quality of the observed data. In general, most
researchers take 5% as a reasonable prediction error margin.
*e prediction errors of this study are all within 2%, which
further illustrates the feasibility of incorporating a new loss
function.

In order to further verify the feasibility and accuracy of
the SVM algorithm with the new loss function in the ob-
servation data quality control task, this study also selected a
large observation dataset for verification. Figure 5 shows the
prediction errors on large datasets using two SVMmethods.

Input SVM Predictive
value

Label

sampling

loss
function

New loss
function

Figure 3: *e SVM workflow with a new loss function.
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In general, the prediction error of the SVM algorithm with
the new loss function is significantly reduced for the three
factors of observed data quality, which shows that the SVM
algorithm with the new loss function is more suitable for the
prediction task of the factors related to the quality of the
observed data. For a large observation dataset, the largest
prediction error is only 2.57%. Using the SVM method with
a new loss function, this part of the error is also an accuracy
factor from the quality of the observation data. *e maxi-
mum reduction in prediction error of the SVM with the new
loss function reaches 0.21% compared to the SVM method
with the old loss function. For the other two correlates of
observed data quality, prediction errors were within 2%. For
the integrity and uniformity of the observed data, the
prediction error of the SVM with the new loss function is
also reduced by 0.1% and 0.16%, respectively, compared with
the SVMmethod with the old loss function. Compared with

the SVM method with the old loss function, its prediction
error is also reduced to varying degrees.

In order to more intuitively demonstrate the effective-
ness of the SVMwith the new loss function, this study selects
some data from a large dataset to demonstrate the prediction
effect of the accuracy factor of the observed data quality.
Figure 6 shows the accuracy verification of observational
data using two SVM methods. For the change trend of the
accuracy factor of the observed data quality, the prediction
effect of the SVMmethod with the new loss function is closer
to the actual change trend.Whether it is the peaks or troughs
of the data, the SVM method with the new loss function
performs better. *e change trend of the accuracy predicted
by the SVM method with the old loss function is quite
different from the actual change trend, and it cannot well
reflect the change trend of the accuracy of the observed data.
For data values, the data values predicted by the SVM
method with the new loss function are in good agreement
with the actual data values. However, the data values ob-
tained by the SVM method with the old loss function are
quite different from the actual data.

*e quality of observational data includes three aspects:
accuracy, completeness, and uniformity. Figure 7 shows the
integrity error verification of observational data using two
SVM methods. Overall, the SVM with the new loss function
has a lower error in predicting the completeness of the
observed data. Of course, the SVM aspect with the old loss
function can also predict the integrity factor of the observed
data well, but it only has a larger error than the SVMmethod
with the new loss function. Whether it is the SVMmethod of
the new loss function or the SVM method of the old loss
function, the error of the integrity factor of the observed data
predicted by it is within 3%. Moreover, for the integrity
factor of the observed data, the error between the two is
relatively small compared to the accuracy factor of the
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observed data. *is study embeds the uncertainty of the
observational data into a new loss function, which will show
the distribution of the quality of the observational data
through the distribution of the uncertainty. Figure 8 shows
the uncertainty error distribution using the SVM method
with the old loss function.*e SVMmethod with the old loss
function has a large uncertainty distribution. *e regions
with greater uncertainty account for a larger proportion of
the total observational data. *is shows that the SVM
method with the old loss function is difficult to complete the
task of quality control of observation data.

Figure 9 shows the uncertainty error distribution using
the SVM method with the new loss function. *e SVM
method with the new loss function has a smaller uncertainty
error in the prediction of factors related to the quality of the
observed data compared to Figure 8. Only a small part of the
region has an uncertainty error of more than 5%, and most
of the regions have an uncertainty error of less than 2%. For

the SVM method with the old loss function, the uncertainty
error of most regions is within 4% and more than 5% of the
uncertainty error also occupies a certain proportion. For the
SVM method with the new loss function, the region where
the uncertainty error exceeds 5% occupies only a small
proportion. *is shows that the SVM method with the new
loss function has better performance and accuracy in pre-
dicting the quality of the observed data than the SVM
method with the old loss function.

5. Conclusions

*e loss function of the SVM algorithm is mainly composed
of a hinge function and a regularization term, and it is
difficult to reflect the uncertainty distribution of the data.
*e traditional SVM loss function is difficult to adapt to the
prediction task of observation data quality control. *is
study proposes an SVM with a new loss function to in-
vestigate its feasibility in predicting factors related to the
quality of observed data. In this study, large and small
datasets were selected to verify the accuracy of the SVM
method with the new loss function. For the three factors of
observed data quality, the SVM method with the new loss
function has better predictive performance.*e largest error
reduction is 0.21% compared to the SVM method with the
old loss function. For the accuracy of the observed data
quality, the SVM with the new loss function can not only
predict the trend of the accuracy data well, but it also fits the
actual data values well. *e accuracy data predicted by the
SVMmethod with the old loss function deviate greatly from
the actual data trend.
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